
WHAT DOES THE THEATRE OFFER WHICH THE CINEMA AND

TELEVISION DO NOT

Does Live Theater Offer Something You Just Can't Get Watching â€œYou're asking people to care about something
that may not affect their lives.

One day he mused that the job would be a whole lot easier if he could attach the ladder to his legsâ€”and
devised his first set of stilts. Whether Elphaba fails to Defy Gravity, Mowgli gets his loin cloth stuck on a tree
branch, or absolutely nothing goes wrong at all, the immediacy of theatre is unbeatable. The beautiful paradox
however, is that in life we are simultaneously the central-actor of our own narrative alongside being the
support for hundreds of other stories, and the spectator of millions- perhaps billions more. You want to be
tested and challenged, and be working with people at the top of their art â€” so you can be at the top of yours.
Preparation and Performance In theatre, performances happen in real time. Bernstein arguably never wrote any
music as great as he did for West Side Story, and similarly Sondheim arguably never wrote any greater lyrics.
I have a fitness and dance programme that we take into state-schools. Despite all this preparation, stage actors
need to be quick on their feet in case something goes wrong which, in theatre, it often does! Many say Jerome
Robbins also never choreographed anything as great as he did for West Side Story either. When a story is told
with authenticity and honestly; digging into the time and place and human nature, you will create a piece of
theatre that becomes timeless. An actor may have to perform an intense scene with lots of running and
screaming immediately followed by a happy scene with laughing and smiling. The work of theatre can be a
single-playwrights voice or even a wider version of that. They contained compartments, which opened up into
cubbyholes and played different rooms throughout the play. She steered the theatre to a position of financial
stability, while also leading a successful major capital development programme. We know without a shadow
of a doubt that our immediate experiences are limited simply to ourselves. It is extremely important that an
audience and a story become one. You are astounded. This does however mean that we tend to get better at
what we do. Most kids fall out of the habit of pretending as they get older. Rarity You can watch movies on
the T.


